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The PCC has recently agreed its own role and that of the leadership teams.

The PCC have agreed to introduce "role descriptions" for each of the vacant PCC positions that will arise at the
APCM.

The PCC cannot delegate its overall responsibility for Kea Church, which means that each PCC member holds a
shared responsibility. However we are hoping that individual PCC members will increasingly bring their own
special skills and an expectation that they will make a full contribution to the work of the PCC. To this end the
PCC needs to agree what skills it needs and maybe has not currently got.

We must also note that staff members bring their own skills (and are paid to do so). PCC members are trustees
and therefore cannot be paid, nor should they be expected to carry out what are essentially staff roles.

Some key skills which align with the work of our pCC -

I' Financial awareness - we have a treasureL but the PCC needs to have several other members
who understand the business of church finances and can support the treasurer

2. Personnel - our HR adviser (Sian Goddard) is now a staff member and cannot continue in the
PCC HR role. We need another member who has some experience of managing people and can
adopt this confidential role.

3. Buildings - some experience with buildings and time to give

4. Company secretarial functions -we have a good PCC Secretary so this is well covered just now

5. Risk - we must have a member who brings risk-related matters to the PCC., even if staff take on
more of the day to day work.

6. Health and safety - this is a wide brief, and currently well covered by Ben Goddard, pCC

member.

7. Safeguarding - increasingly important that the PCC is up to speed with this. We are OK at the
moment as the Safeguarding co-ordinator is a pCC member.

8. Data protection - not to be taken lightly any more

9. lT- it's helpfulto have a trustee {or more than one} who can help out but we shouldn't
assume that they will have time to do this demanding work.

There may be more........

PCC are asked to consider the above and agree the outline of what should be presented to
the church when ure are seeking new pCC memberc in April


